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It is shown that H = T(T), is normal in G = r(T,) for any tree T and any 
vertex v, if and only if, for all vertices .u in the neighborhood N of v, the set of 
images of u under G is either contained in N or has precisely the vertex u in 
common with N and every vertex in the set of images is fixed by H. Further, 
if S is the smallest normal subgroup of G containing H then G/S is the direct 
product of the wreath products of various symmetric groups around groups 
of order 1 or 2. The degrees of the symmetric groups involved depend on the 
numbers of isomorphic components of T, and the structure of such components. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If G is any graph, let V(G) denote the vertex set of G and let J’(G) 
denote its automorphism group considered as a group of permutations 
on V(G). If ZJ E V(G), we denote by G, the subgraph of G obtained by 
deleting ZJ and all edges incident with ~1. We denote the stabilizer of u by 
r(G), = {g E r(G) / vg = 0). Note that F(G), can be embedded in r(G,). 
G is said to be semistable at v E V(G) if and only if r(G), = r(G,). This 
concept was introduced by Holton [2] and, with the related concept of 
stability, has been extensively studied [4]. 
In this paper we examine other relationships between the groups 
F(TJ and r(T), for any tree T at any vertex v E V(T). In particular, we 
derive necessary and sufficient conditions that r(T), be a normal sub- 
group of r(T,) and, denoting by S(T), the smallest normal subgroup of 
r(T,) containing r(T), , we find the quotient group r(T,)/S(T), . 
As the symbols r(T,), r(T), , and S(T), are cumbersome, we simplify 
these to G, H, and S whenever this is unambiguous. Basic graph-theoretic 
properties and terminology can be found in [l] and group-theoretic 
terminology can be found in [5]. Throughout T denotes a tree and NG(o) 
denotes the set of vertices of G adjacent to v E V(G). 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The most useful characterization for the semistability of a vertex of 
any graph was proved in [3] and is given in Lemma 2.1. This criterion 
will be used extensively throughout this paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. NT(v) is$xed by g E G if and only $g E If. M = G $ and 
only if NT(v) is fixed by every g f 6. 
Let ,I E V(T) and let A, ,.,., A, be the branches of T at z. Further, let 
F be any forest and let BI ,.~., II?, be the components of I? 
DEFINITION 2.2. A z-branch transposition of T is an automorph~sm 
g E T(T)), which is either 
(i) the identity mapping on all branches other than Ai for some 
iE(l,..., M), or 
(ii) an involution which interchanges Aj and Ai for some 
1 < i <j < n and which acts as the identity on Ak for each k f i, j. 
A branch transposition of F is an automorphism g E T(F) which is either 
(i) the identity mapping on all components except 
i E (I,..., n>, or 
(ii) an involution which interchanges Bi and Bj for some 
1 < i < j < n and which acts as the identity on Bi, for each k f i, j. 
We omit the straightforward proof of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. If g E r(T), , there exists a z-branch transposition which 
acts like g on Ai for any given i ~(l,..., n)- I~SE S(F) there is a branch 
transposition which acts like f on Bi for any given i E (1 9~.., n). 
LEMMA 2.4. Every g E r(T), is a product of z-branch t~a~s~os~t~o~s 
of T. Every f E r(F) is a product of branch transpositions of F. 
Proof. MJe will give a proof by induction for g E F(T), ~ The proof 
for f E I’(F) follows in a similar way. Let T have y1 branches, A, >“-., A, 
at z. If g is the identity map on at least n - 1 branches, then g is a z-branch 
transposition and we are done. Now assume that g is the identity map 
on all but two branches Ai and Aj . Firstly, if Aig = Ai and Ajg = Aj 
then, as in Lemma 2.3, we may define z-branch transpositions gi and g, 
by gi = g on A, and g, = e elsewhere whilst gi = g on Aj and gj = e 
elsewhere. Then g = ge . gj a Secondly, if A,g = A, then Ajg = Ai and 
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by Lemma 2.3 there exist z-branch transpositions gij acting like g on A( 
and gi acting like g2 on Ai . Then if x E A( , xgijgi = xgg, = xg whilst 
if x E A5 , xgijgi = xg-lgi = xg. Consequently g = giigi . 
Now let us assume that the lemma is true for all automorphisms in 
J’(T), which are not the identity map on at most m - I branches and 
assume that g E r(T), is not the identity map on m branches. If Aig = Ai 
for some i, let gi be the z-branch transposition which acts as g on A, . 
Then gg;l = e on Ai so, by the induction hypothesis, gg;’ and hence g 
is a product of z-branch transpositions. If g fixes no Ai for i E (I,..., n} 
then, relabeling if necessary, A,g = A2, and there exists a z-branch 
transposition gl, E J’(T), which acts like g on A, . Then xgl,g = xg-lg = x 
for x E A, so that g,,g is not the identity map on at most m - 1 branches. 
By the induction hypothesis, g,,g and, hence g is a product of z-branch 
transpositions. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Every g E G is a product of branch transpositions 
of T, . Every h E H is a product of branch transpositions of T,, belonging 
to H. 
LEMMA 2.6. S is generated by automorphisms of the form ghg-l where 
gEGandhEH. 
Pvoof. By the definition of S. 
LEMMA 2.7. Every s ES is a product of branch transpositions of TV 
which belong to S. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, it suffices to show that for all g E G, h E H,, 
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ghg-l is a product of branch transpositions in S. Ey Corollary 2.5, h is 
a product of branch transpositions h, , h, ,.,., h, in H so that ghg-1 = 
( g/z1 g-l)(gh, g-l) *** (g&g-l). Each ghi g-l E S a& it is easily checked 
that ghzg-l is a branch transposition. 
In passing, we note that the analog of Lemma 2.3 is not true for S, 
An example is provided by the tree in Fig. 1 for which 
5’ = {e, (12)(1’2’), (11’)(22’)(33’)(44’)(55’), (12’)(21’)~33’)(44’)(55’)~. 
3. THE NORMALITY OF N IN 
In this section necessary and sufficient conditions under which H is a 
normal subgroup of G are found. This may be considered as a generaliza- 
tion for trees of the criterion that H = G given in Lemma 2.1. We denote 
NT(u) by N in this section. 
LEMMA 3.1. If x E V(T,) then the orbit of x under 6, denoted by xG, 
is the union of disjoint H-orbits. If H is normal in 6, every g E G permutes 
these H-orbits (as sets) and the H-orbits have the same ca~d~~a~it~. 
Proof. Since H < G, xG = UE, xiH for some vertices xi E xG. If 
Ha G then for each i E {l,..., HZ) and g E G, (xiH)g = x,(Hg) = X<gH = 
xjH for some j E {l,..., m>. For every pair i, j such that 1 < i < j < m 
there exists g,, E G such that xigij = xj so that x,Hg,, = xjH. Since gii 
is a permutation of the vertices of T, , x&T and xjN have the same 
cardinality. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. I’H $ G then for some ZI E N, there exists x E uG!N 
which is not Jixed by H. 
ProoJ If H $ G, there exist g E G, h E H such that ghg-l 4 H. Hence, 
by Lemma 2.1, there exists u E N such that ughg-l = y $ N. Since u # y, 
ug # yg = ugh so the proposition is proved by putting x = lkg if ug $A N. 
If, on the other hand, ug E N then ugh E N and so ug and ugh belong 
to different components B, and Bz of T, . Consequently h moves both 
B1 and B, so if y E B1 or y E B, , y f yh and putting x = y satisfies the 
proposition. If, however, y belongs to a third component 3, and 
(z) = Nn B,thenzgEBqg = B,butzg$Naszg f yg = 
The proposition is now satisfied by replacing u by z and x 
x = zg E zG\N and zg + zgh-l since zg E B, and zgh-l E 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If there exists u EN and x E uG\N such that x is not 
jixed by H, then H $ G. 
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Proof. Let x = ug be moved by h E H. If x = ug and xh = ugh both 
belong to the same component of T,, , then u = (zig) g-l and ughg-l = 
(ugh) g-l must belong to the same component. But u = zkgg-l # ughg-l 
so that ughg-l $ N, and so by Lemma 2.1, ghg-l 6 H and H $ G. 
If x and xh belong to different components BI and B, of T, , we may 
assume without loss of generality that u # B, . (Otherwise replace x by 
xh and h by h-l.) Then, by Lemma 2.3, there exists g, E G such that 
and xhg,, = xh, and so ug,,hg;l = xhg;’ = xh $ N. Thus 
z,,GTi H and H $ G. 
On combining Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 and using Lemma 3.1, we 
obtain the following characterization. 
THEOREM 3.4. H 4 G if and only if, for all u E N, either 
(i) uG C N, or 
(ii) uG n N = { } u an d every vertex of uG is fixed by H. 
Proof. By Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, H 4 G if and only if, for all 
u E N and for all x E uG\N, xH = {x}. If H 4 G and uG g N, then as 
xH = {x} we conclude by Lemma 3.1 that each H-orbit in uG has size 
one and consequently every vertex in uG is fixed by H. 
If uG n N > {u, y> and uG g N then there exists g E G such that yg = U, 
so by Lemma 2.3 there is a branch transposition g,, E G such that yg, = u 
and ug, = y. But g, then fixes N so, by Lemma 1.1, g, E H. Thus, as we 
have shown above that u is fixed by H, it follows that u = y. As uG n N 
is nonempty, it has exactly one element, u. 
4. THE GROUP G/S WHEN T, IS CONNECTED 
We now turn to determine the group r(T&S’(T), for all trees T and 
vertices v. In this section, we consider the special case when v is an end- 
vertex of T so that T, is connected. NT(v) n V(T,) then contains only one 
vertex, which we denote by w. 
LEMMA 4.1. j G/S j = j wG [/I wS /. 
Proof. In both S and G, the subgroups of automorphisms which fix 
w is H. Hence, by the orbit-stabilizer relation [5, Theorem 3.21, 
IGI =lwGI*IHI and ISI =lwSI.jHl. 
LEMMA 4.2. If X, y E V(T,), xH = {x}, yH = {y}, and XG = (x, y}, 
then xS = (x} and yS = ( y]. 
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Proof. We show that every generator of S (as in Lemma 2.6) fixes x. 
Let g E G and h E H. Then xg = x implies that xghg-l = xhg-l = xg-’ = x 
whilst xg = y implies that xghg-l = yhg-l = yg-l = x. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Z be the set of vertices in V(TJ which are 
fixed by 6. If Z is nonempty and w $ Z then the vertex z E Z such 
d(z, w) = min(d(u, w) 1 u E Z] is unique. 
ProoJ Assume that d(z, , w) = d(z, , w) = min{d(tk, w) j zd E 21 and 
that zI , z2 E Z. Let P(ul , u ) 2 be the set of vertices of 7’,, along the shortest 
path between any vertices u1 and u2 of V(T,). As z, and z, are fixed by G, 
every vertex of P(zI , z~) is hxed by 6, so that if u E P(zl , z& d(u, w) 3 
d(z, , w). Every vertex y of P(w, zJ has d(y, w) < d(z, , w) so that 
P(z, , ZJ n P(w, ZJ = (zJ and hence P(w, ZJ = P(w, zJ u P(zI , zz) and 
d(w, zg) > d(w, q), unless z, = z2 . 
IPROPOSITION 4.4. Let z f w be a vertex of Tu fixed by G and let 
A l )..,, A, be the branches of T, at z, with w E A, . 
(i) Xf there exists l3 E G such that A,0 = Ai for some i E {Z,..., n> 
thenwGnA,=wSnA,andwGnA,=w0SnA,. 
(ii) If A,G = A, u .-* v A, (relabeling if necessary) and r 2 3, theiz 
wG = wS. 
Proof. (i) Let wi E wG n Ai for some i~(2,..., n>. As w% E wG there 
exists g E G such that wig = w0 and, by Lemma 2.3, there exists a z-branch 
transposition h which acts like g on Ai and as the identity elsewhere. 
Since w E A, , wh = w and h E H. As w,h = w% it follows that 
wGnAiCw6HnAi.ButasH<SandS<G,w%SnAi_CwGnAi6 
wOHnA,CwOSnA, so that wOSnAi=wGnAi. lf w:fwGnA, 
then w,O E wOG n Ai = wG n Ai = wOS n A, so that w1 E wOS n Ai . 
Hence w1 E (wOS n AJ O-1 = wOSO-1 n A, = WS n A, so that wG n A, C 
WS n A, I The equality of wG n A, and WS n AI follows by noting again 
that S < 6. 
(ii) Let us now assume that A, ,..., A, (r > 3) are isomorphic 
branches at z. Choose any wi E wG n Ai for some i E {l,..., Y). 
if i = 1 then wi E wS. If, on the other hand, i > I, there exists 
transposition h such that wi = wfi. Choose j E (I,..., r)\(l, i> and a 
z-branch transposition gj which interchanges A, and Aj . Now 
Affi’gj = Aj so there is a z-branch transposition hi9 with the same actio 
on Ai as J;‘gj . Further, hij E H since hii is the identity map on AI an 
thus gjhijgT1 E S. But wi(gjhijg;‘) = wihiig;’ = wif ;‘gjgi’ = w so that 
582bj22/1-2 
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wgjh$‘gil = wi , w; E wS and so wG _C wS. As S < G, WS _C wG and so 
WS = wG. 
The next theorem uses the preceding results to determine the group 
G/S for all connected T, . 
THEOREM 4.5. G = S unless either 
(a) TV is a bicentral tree with center {x, y} which possesses a map 
6 E G which interchanges x and y, or 
(b) Tv . 
1s a tree with a vertex z # w fixed by G and with branches 
A 1 ,..., A, at z such that w E A, and A,G = A, U Ai for exactly one 
i E {2,..., n}. 
(a) 
(b) 
FIGURE 2 
In Cases (a) and (b) G/S N C, , the cyclic group with two elements. 
The vertices x and y are in both cases fixed by S but interchanged by 
some 0 E G. 
Proof. (i) Let us first consider trees T, which have no vertices 
fixed by G. Such a tree is bicentral with center (x, y} and there exists 
a map 8 E G such that x6 = y. This is Case (a) of the theorem and we 
now use the notation introduced there. Although this is not exactly the 
situation described in Proposition 4.4, the result that WS n A, = WC n A, 
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is still valid. The proof of this requires only a slight modification of the 
proof of Proposition 4.4, so it is omitted. An application of Lemma 4.2 
shows that XS = {x) and since every s ES preserves adjacencies, this 
means that wS_CA, . Consequently WS = WS A A, = wG n A, so 
j WS 1 = / wG n A, 1 = j wG n A, / = + j wG j and Lemma 4.1 apphes 
to show that 1 G/S j = 2. Hence G/S N C, . 
(ii) Let us now assume that some vertex of TO is faxed by 6, If 
WC = (w) then G = H = S by Lemma 2.1. Bf w is not fixed by 6, Set z 
be tbe vertex fixed by G at minimum distance from w. 
z is uniquely defined. Let us now adopt the notation of Case (b) of the 
theorem. Our choice of z now ensures that the vertex x in NT(z) n A, is 
not fixed by G so that, reordering if necessary, 
A,G=A,uA,u.~.uA, (Y 3 2). 
Tf I’ > 2, Proposition 4.4(ii) applies and wG = wS so that, by Lemma 4.1, 
G = s. 
If T = 2, let y = NT(z) n A, and let 0 E G interchange AI and AZ D 
roposition 4.4(i) can now be applied and we have WG (7 A, = WS n A, 
and wGnA,=dh!i'nA,. Since / wGn A, j = I wCn A,' = 9 / wG/ 
we will show that 1 G/S j = 2 by showing that wS = wG n A, so that 
j wS 1 = + \ wG j and then applying Lemma 4.1. 
If w1 E WS n A, then ~6, w,8 E wG n A, . Now there exists g E G such 
that WB = wLeg and since g preserves adjacencies, yg = y. axe, by 
Lemma 2.3, there is a y-branch transposition h such that WB = w,Oh and 
clearly h E H. Thus w1 = w8hk1P E WS n A, and so WG n A, C WS n A, ~ 
But as every h E H fixes w, it must fix both x and y, so Lemma 4.2 applies 
and shows that WS _C A, . Now, as S < G, wS n Al _C wG n Al so that 
wS = WS n A, CwG n A, CwSn A, = WS and WS = wG n A, as 
required. 
CQROLLARY 4.6. If T, is connected and G + ST then the orbits of G 
are not the same as the orbits of S. 
kProoJ Consider the vertices x and y in both cases of Theorem 4.5. 
5. THE GROW G/S FOR ANY TREE T 
We will now use and extend Theorem 4.5 to obtain the group G/S for 
all trees. Before deriving the general result, we must investigate trees T 
such that T, consists of 72 isomorphic components BI ,..., 3, . We denote 
by wi the vertex of TV in N,(v) n Bi for i E (1,~..9 ~1. Since all corn~o~e~ts 
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are isomorphic under G, by Lemma 2.3 we may choose for every pair 
i, j E {l,..., n} a branch transposition $,, of T, such that & interchanges 
& and B5 . We also define the subgroup Gi of G to be the set of all g E G 
which are identity maps on all components other than Bi . Hi is the 
subgroup of Gi which fixes wi , and Si is the smallest normal subgroup 
of Gi containing Hi . Fi is the subgroup of Gi generated by elements of 
the form ghg-l where g E G and, if & = Big then h E Hk . Theorem 4.5 
gives the relationship between Si and Gi for all i. We note the following 
easy lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Either Fi = Si or Fi = Gi . 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, / GJS, / < 2 and Si < Fi < Gi . Hence 
I Gil4 I < 2. 
LEMMA 5.2. G,?G,andFi’iFF,foralli,j~{l ,..., n}. 
Proof. G, = &Gi# and Fj = $ijF<4G1. 
LEMMA 5.3. If Gi = Si for one i e(l,..., n) then Gj = Fj for all 
j E (l,..., n}. 
Proof. If Gi = Si then Fi = Si by Lemma 5.1, and the result follows 
via Lemma 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.4. Fi is the group generated by (~,,S,C&~ for all j E {l,..., n}. 
Proof. Obviously Si < r;i . If i # j, Sj is generated by automorphisms 
of the form ghg-l where g E G, , h E Hi . Let f = &ghg-‘c&l = 
(4ij g> h(& g>F’* N ow Bi$ijg = B,g = Bj SO it follows that f E Fi . We 
deduce that &Sjc&r C Fi . 
Conversely, every generator of F6 is of the form ghg-l where, if Bj = Big 
then h E Hi . Now if g = g, on Bi, ghg-l = g,hg;’ since for x E Bk 
(k + i), xghg-1 = x = xg,hg;l and for x E Bi , xghg-l = xg,hg$ = 
(xg,h) gil. Now &g-l maps Bi to Bi so there exists o E Gi such that 
tzgy: = u on Bi. Now ghg-l = 4ifa-lho$g1 and since u E Gi and 
a-lha = h so ghg-l = &h#. Hence, Fi < &S&’ and we 
have bioved the lemma. 
We note the following generalization of Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let xi , yi E Bi and let {xi , yi} & = {xi , yJ for all i, j. 
If, for all i, xiHi = {xi>, yiHc = { yi} and xiGi = (xi , y,), then xkFk = (xk> 
and y,F, = ( yk} for all k E {l,..., n). 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2, x,& = (x,J for every k ~(l,..,, n.). Now 
(Xi 9 Vi> Ai = ix,. 9 Vi> so if xi& = xj then xif#&Qt$ = {x6] whilst 1% 
Xi$ij = yi then Xi&ijSj+~l = {Xi). 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If Bl is a birentral tree with bicezter (xl ) yl) and 
0, E G, interchanges xl and yr then j G,/Fi I = 2 fop all i. 
ProoJ Let (x, , yr> be the bicenter of B, . Lemma 5.5 applies to the 
set of vertices (x1 , y1 , x2 ,..., y,‘, so that each xi is fixed by Fi . Now by 
Lemma 5.1, Fi = Si or Fi = Gi . But by Theorem 4.5, xi is not fixed by 
Gi . Hence Fi # Gi and so / GJFi / = 2. 
hQPoSITlQN 5.7. Let Bl have a vertexjixed by 6, . Then j GJFi j = 2 
for all i, if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i> Each component Bi is of the form described in Theorem 45(b) 
so that each 1 Gi/Si 1 = 2. 
(ii) Denote by z, the fixed vertex of B, at rn~n~rn~~rn distance porn. 
w1 and by Al1 the branch of Bl at z, containing w1 . Then, for every I, 
the vertex w, in NT(v) n B, must belong to (Apl\(zl])g for some g E G. 
ProoJ By Lemma 4.3, zI is uniquely determined. Let .z7 = z~&~ for 
each r. If g: B, ---f B, , then z,g = z, , otherwise z1 is not fixed by &.g-l 
and hence is not fixed by the branch transposition g, E G, which acts 
I&e &-g-l on Br and is the identity map elsewhere. Hence z, is defined 
independently of the & . 
If each ! GJ& 1 = 2 and condition (ii) holds, then on labeling the two 
branches at z, which are images of AI1 by A,’ and AzT we see that 
A,lG = Al1 u AZ1 u a-- u _Aln u A?. 
Since Gi + Si and wi E Ali u Azi, every Si E Si fixes both A,i and A,( as 
sets (by Theorem 4.5). Consequently &s& fixes both AIi and Azi SO 
every f E Fi fixes both Ali and A,{ (by Lemma 5.4). But, by Theorem 4.5, 
there exists 19~ E Gi which interchanges Ali and Asi so that Fi f Gi . 
If / GJFi 1 = 2 then by Lemma 5.1, Fi = Si for all i and j Gi/Si / = 2 
so that condition (i) must hold. If condition (ii) does not hold, then for 
some j, wj 6 (Al1 u A,l)G. Hence wj $ All& u A,l#ij and, using 
Lemma 2.3, there exists a zj-branch transposition hj such that 
All$<jhj = A,l~#ij and hj is the identity map on other branches and 
components including the branch of Bj containing wj ~ 
Thus hj E Hj and f = &h&l E Fl . But f interchanges A,‘- semi AZ1 
so that Fa # & and consequently Fi = Gi . This demonstrates that 
condition (ii) is implied by I G,/Fz / = 2. 
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Propositions 5.6 and 5.7 together completely characterize those situa- 
tions in which Gi # Fi . This is because if each Bi has a vertex fixed by Gi 
then Proposition 5.7 applies whilst if no vertex of Bi is fixed by Gi , 
Bi is a bicentral tree and Gi contains an automorphism Bi which inter- 
changes the vertices in the center. We summarize this in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.8. For all i, Gi = Fi unless each Bi is a bicentral tree as 
described in Proposition 5.6 or each Bi has a vertex fixed by Gi and is as 
described in Proposition 5.7. In these cases Gi/Fi N C, , the cyclic group 
of order 2. 
Corollary 5.9 shows that Gi = r;i if and only if Gi and Fi have the same 
orbits. 
COROLLARY 5.9. If Gi # Fi , there exist vertices xi and yi in Bi such that 
x;E;i = (xi), Y& = {YZ}, M% = {xi, ~2 and x& = (~1, ~1, ~2 , ~2 ,..., Y,>. 
Proof. If Gi # Fi then r;i = Si and we choose xi, yi to be the vertices 
of the center of a bicentral Bi as in Proposition 5.6, or the vertices in 
NT(zi) n (Ali n AZi), when Bi is as described in Proposition 5.7. 
We can now use these results to find the group G/S for a tree T when 
all the components of T, are isomorphic under G. 
THEOREM 5.10. If no pair of the n components of T, are isomorphic 
under H, then G/S N S,[G,/FJ, i.e., the wreath product of the symmetric 
group on n symbols around G,/Fi, for any i E {l,..., n). 
Proof. If there are no automorphisms in H which interchange com- 
ponents of T, , then S is generated by F1 , F, ,..., Fn . 
(i) If Gi = Fi for every i E (l,..., n}, define the mapping 0: G/S -+ S, 
by (gS)o = 7~ where n is the permutation of {l,..., n} which maps i to j 
when Big = Bj . The mapping u is well defined since if g,S = g,S then 
g,g;’ fixes every Bi (setwise) and so Big, = B,g, . Since all components 
Bi are isomorphic under G, c is a bijection. If B,g, = Bj and Bjg2 = B, 
then i(g$)o(g.$)a = j . (g,S)a = k = i(glgzS)a. Consequently, 
(gJg,S)o = (g$‘) u( g2S)o and so u is an isomorphism. 
(ii) Now let us assume Gi + Fi and choose Bi E G, such that Gi is 
generated by Fi and Bi . By Corollary 5.9, there are vertices xi , yi E Bi 
such that xiFj = (xi}, yiFj = { yi} for all j and xiei = yi , yiei = xi . We 
show that G/S is the wreath product S,[C,] by exhibiting an isomorphism u 
from G/S to the group of all permutations of the sets {x1, yl}, (x2, yJ,..., 
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(x, , yJ. (gS)a is defined as that permutation of U = (x1, yI f . . . . yJ 
which acts in the same way as g acts on U. Since S is generated by F, ,..., Fn ) 
if g$ = g,S then g,g;l fixes every xi and yi so that g, and g, have the 
same action on U and CT is well defined. As before, G is a b&&on and an 
isomorphism since 
The next lemma provides a useful method of showing that an automor- 
phism does not belong to S. 
LEMMA 5.11. Let the vertices xi , yi be chosen to satisfy the conditions 
of Corollary 5.9. Let X = {xl ,..., x,} and Y = ( y1 ,..‘, yJ. Then if s E S, 
jXr\Xs/ -n(mod2)andj Yn Ysj -n(mod2). 
Proof. 13~ Lemma 2.7, every s E S is a product of branch transpositions 
of the form g,$g-r where g E C and h E H. Thus the lemma will be proved 
if we show that each branch transposition of the form g&l either leaves 
X and Y unchanged or interchanges two members of X with two members 
of Y. 
First consider a branch transposition which acts as the identity map 
on all branches other than B, . For all z E V(&) where i E { 1,.. ., n)\(k), 
zghg-1 = z so that zgh = zg and h fixes all vertices of T, not in I&g = I& . 
Thus h E H, < Fm . By Corollary 5.9, x,g E (x, , ym}. As both ,u, and ym 
are fixed by P;;, (and therefore by h) xK ghg-1 = x!, . SimiIarly yr ghg-l = yk j 
Consequently, every member of X and Y is fixed by ghg-‘. 
Secondly consider a branch transposition ghg-l which interchanges Bi 
and I& . As ghg-” fixes all vertices of T, other than those of Bi and 
it fixes all vertices in the sets X\(xi , xi> and Y\(y, , yj}. Since h is a bran.& 
transposition h2 = e and ghg-l = (ghg-l)-l. Hence if xi gkzg-l = xj then 
xjghg-’ = xi whilst if xighg-l = yi then yighg-r = xi and consequently 
xjghg-l = yi . This argument applied to the several possibilities shows 
that gkzg-l either fixes X and Y or interchanges two elements from each 
set. 
The next theorem describes the group G/S when Theorem 5-10 does 
not apply. 
THEOREM 5.12. If the components Bl and Bz are ~so~o~phi~ under 
then G/S = G,/S, . In other words, if H does not Jix every component of T, , 
then G/S = G,/& for all i E (1, 2 ,..., n>. 
Prooj Let hlz E H be a branch transposition interchangmg B1 and B, , 
For any Bi (i + 1,2) there exists g E G which interchanges & and B, . 
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Since ghlz g-l then interchanges B1 and Bi , there is a map St E S which 
interchanges Bl and Bi for every i E {l,..., n}. Given any g E G, define 
the permutation rr by irr = j when Big = Bj . As S, is generated by the 
transpositions (12),..., (In), we can write 
Hence g, = 9s;’ a** .sz;’ fixes each Bi (as a set) and so g, = 01~ *me 01, 
for suitable 01~ E Gi . Hence g E 01~ **.~!?.IfG~=F~theneachol~~F~CS 
so that g E S and consequently G = S. If Gi # Fi , then Fz = Si and there 
exists 0 E G,\F, which interchanges A,l and AZ1 (in the notation of Proposi- 
tions 5.6 and 5.7). As s&?@ interchanges AXi and Azi, Gi is generated by 
Fi and ~~9s~:~ and so by all si and ~~0s;~. As O2 E S and g = 01~ .*a QS where 
01~ E Gi either g E S or g E M. We complete the proof by showing 6’ $ S, 
so that 1 G/S 1 = 2. This follows by using Lemma 5.11 on the set of 
vertices provided by Corollary 5.9 when we note that (x1 ,..., x,)0 = 
{Yl > x2 ,‘.‘, x,} so that 
IGG 7.*-T x&J n {xl ,..., x,J = n - 1 (mod 2). 
The results above now readily combine to give the group r(TJS(Y’), 
for any tree T and any vertex v. Let the components Bij of T, belong to m 
isomorphism classes (B,, ,..., B,,l), (B,, ,..., B24) ,..., (Bnz, ,..., Bmfimj and 
define the graph Ti to be the subgraph of T containing v and all compo- 
nents Bn ,..., Bini . It is well known that, as no automorphism of T, 
interchanges Bij and Bkl (for i f k), 
r(T,) c1 r(T,l) x a*. x r(Tvm). 
Similarly S(T), is constructed from permutation groups on disjoint sets 
of vertices so that 
S(T), c! S(Tl)v x *** x S(TTn), . 
Now S(Ti), a r(Tei) so that 
r(T,)/s(T), c! r(T,‘)/s(Tl), X --. X r(T+,m)/S(TTn)z). 
Each r(Tv3/S(Ti), is known from the earlier results so that we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.13. Let the components of T, belong to m drerent iso- 
morphism classes each containing nf (1 < i < m) components. Then 
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where the groups Zi have order either 1 or 2 and pi = ni or pi = 1. The 
values of pi and Zi are found from Theorems 5.10 and 5.12. 
We conclude with an illustration of Theorem 5.13. For the tree in 
Fig. 3, G/S z G,/r;i because Theorem 5.12 applies. As each component 
is a bicentral tree which satisfies Proposition 5.6, 1 G,/F, 1 = 2 so that 
G/S s C, . For the tree in Fig. 4, G/S s S,[GJFJ because Theorem 5.10 
FIGURE 6 
applies. As each component satisfies the requirements for Proposition 5.7, 
1 GJF, 1 = 2 and so G/S’s S,[C,]. The tree in Fig. 5 has G/S s S,[G,/FJ. 
This tree does not satisfy condition (ii) of Proposition 5.7, so Gi = Fi 
and thus G/S N S,. using these results we see that, for the tree in Fig. 6, 
G/S E C, x S,[C,] x S, . 
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